
Sound Quality
No…it isn’t a solid Koa instrument…but this is an incredible plas9c/wood hybrid with great punch and sound.

UkeGuide

Scale Length Measured Scale Length Number of Frets Side Marker Dots? Body Style

Concert 15.625 inches 17 Yes Double Bout

Sound Board Back & Sides Fretboard Bridge Radius Fretboard?

Linden ABS ABS  Slo<ed ABS No

Nut & Saddle Compensated Saddle? Finish Overall Length & Weight Tuner Type

ABS - Zero Fret No Flat 23 in., 1 lb. 2.5 oz. Open geared

Ac9on at 1st Fret Ac9on at 12th Fret Nut Width Space @ 1st Fret* Depth @ 3rd Fret*

0.5 mm 2.75 mm 36.50 mm 9.76 mm (30.79 G-A) 20.93 mm

Flight TUSL-35 Travel Ukulele

Cost 
(U.S. Dollars) $0 $1500

Value
Price exceeds value

Build Quality
Cri9cal issues Appears flawless

Appearance
Plain Many appointments

Availability 
(At 9me of review) Difficult to find

Poor

Volume
So`/Muted Loud

Tone
Dark Bright

Price meets value Value exceeds price

Readily available

Excellent

Playability
Build makes playing easierBuild does not ease playing

I’d like to think my feedback about the TUS35 helped lead to this instrument, although I really had 
nothing to do with it.  When i realized how good the TUS35 was, I asked for a concert version, and 
Flight let me know that they had a beeer idea…to make a long neck soprano.  It’s slightly longer than 
many concerts, with several improvements over the original TUS35.  This might be the ideal ukulele 
for beginners and schools.  Highly recommended. 

$54.95 (order in your local store)

The paint con9nues with the “washed” look of the TUS35, but it grows on you.  I like the new front posi9on markers.

Accessories Included: Thin gig bag (with no pockets) 
Links: UkeStuff.Info  

I’m not a fan of the stock strings, which bring out the mids and lows… 

 
I’ll be swapping to fluorocarbons as soon as the video is filmed.

5.0 Ukes

*Between Strings 
**Top of strings to boeom of neck

A longer fretboard and a nicely shaped, flaeer neck profile?  You had me at “hello.”  That rounded back adds a lot ot the magic.

Improvements over the original TUS35 addressed the few build issues the instrument had.

There are some great ukulele deals in the world…this is one of them.

It’s very loud as ukuleles go.

2/2020

Ra9ng Summary Statement

Plenty of these available…order one from your local dealer!

https://youtu.be/Az57W431WYE
https://youtu.be/Az57W431WYE

